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Introduction

In May 1995, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) released two proposals for restructuring the state's electric power industry. The two proposals follow more than a year of testimony and public comment after the CPUC issued the “Blue Book” (CPUC 1994a) on April 20, 1994, which called for retail wheeling to be phased in to all customers over 5 years.

The majority proposal, supported by three of the four CPUC commissioners (one seat was vacant when the proposals were released), calls for creating a central pool, or "poolco"; setting electric prices to reflect true costs of service, or “real-time pricing”; and allowing parties to negotiate “contracts for differences” between the pool price and the contract price. The minority proposal, sponsored by Commissioner Jesse Knight, calls for retail wheeling, or “direct access,” and for utilities to divest or spin off their generating assets.

The two proposals will further contribute to an already massive public record. More than 150 parties participated in last year’s docket, which consisted of four full-panel hearings, 24 public hearings, and separate hearings on recovery of stranded costs from converting to a new regulatory and utility regime. More than 15,000 pages of testimony and public record are part of the docket, with more coming.

At the 1995 summer meetings of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) in San Francisco, CPUC President Daniel Fessler said the CPUC plans to release an initial policy decision in October 1995, hold “implementation” hearings devoted to fine tuning the decision, then issue a final order in January 1996. Both proposals call for implementation by January 1, 1997, which is highly ambitious, especially if the CPUC does not stick to President Fessler’s schedule.

This paper presents a summary of the major provisions of the two CPUC proposals and the possible implications and issues associated with each. It is aimed at researchers who may be aware that various efforts to restructure the electric power industry are under way and want to know more about California's proposals, as well as those who want to know the implications of certain restructuring proposals for renewable energy technologies. Presented at the end of the paper is a summary of alternative proposals promoted by various stakeholders in response to the two CPUC proposals.
The Proposals

This report primarily two proposals, both issued May 24, 1995, by the California Public Utilities Commission to fundamentally restructure the electric utility industry and the state’s regulation of the utility industry. The two proposals are (1) Knight, The Honorable Jesse J., Consumer Choice Through Direct Access: Charting a Sustainable Course to a Competitive Electric Services Industry (Knight proposal), and (2) the majority proposal (untitled). A summary of alternative proposals prepared by various stakeholders is presented near end of this report.

The Knight proposal cites two major barriers to greater competition in the electric utility market: (1) consumers cannot voluntarily select electric services from other providers and (2) electric utilities’ dominance of generation assets gives them considerable market power that requires mitigation. The Knight proposal calls for five fundamental industry changes to promote competition: (1) elimination of the existing monopoly structure; (2) separation of a utility’s generation service operations from the delivery side of its business; (3) protection of the utility’s fair and reasonable opportunity to earn and a promise to “honor the regulatory bargains of the past,” (4) nondiscriminatory transmission and distribution services; and (5) performance-based regulation (PBR) for customers of the distribution utility. The Knight proposal calls for direct access through bilateral contracts between buyers and sellers within 2 years once certain conditions have been met. It also calls for the divestiture or spin-off of utility generation assets to mitigate market power and to serve as a basis for determining stranded cost recovery. A distribution utility would be created to serve customers who do not wish to participate in direct access. An independent system operator (ISO), or operating company (OPCO), would be created to ensure reliability by providing ancillary and back-up services. Dispatch would be based on the price determined through bilateral contract negotiations, not by central bidding conducted by the ISO.

The majority proposal consists of a central pool, real-time pricing, and contracts for differences. Utilities must transfer the control and dispatch functions of their transmission systems to an ISO, although they would retain ownership of the actual transmission assets. The three investor-owned utilities in California would be required to make all their sales and purchases from the pool; Pacificorp and Sierra Pacific may be required to participate as well. The CPUC does not have the authority to require municipal utilities, out-of-state utilities, or independent power producers (IPPs) to participate, although the majority plainly hope they will decide to join. Existing QF and wholesale contracts, as well as investor-owned utility nuclear and hydro plants, would be dispatched from the pool first. Suppliers—basically the investor-owned utility geothermal and coal plants and participating public utilities, rural electric cooperatives, IPPs, and out-of-state suppliers—would submit bids to the pool in specific time increments, probably on a half-hour or hourly basis. Buyers would submit demand bids in the same time increments. With this data, the independent system operator would post market clearing prices, i.e., “spot” prices. Successful bidders would receive a market-clearing price; the majority asks for comments on whether this price should be the lowest losing bid or the last generator picked by the pool. The majority proposal suggests retail access could be mimicked through direct contracts for differences with suppliers. Real-time pricing also would be implemented in place of the average, bundled utility rate that applies no matter when service is taken.

Both proposals suggest a January 1, 1997, implementation date. The Knight proposal would not become effective until the CPUC has a stranded cost recovery mechanism in place. It would unbundle utility services; establish retail, nondiscriminatory, and comparable transmission service; and implement “any other necessary changes to California’s regulatory program to ensure consumers have access to competitive markets and service providers have a fair opportunity to compete.” The majority proposal does not include such provisions, although it suggests a shortage of real-time meters could force a phase-in of real-time pricing over 6 years. The majority proposal would permit direct access 2 years after the pool is running but only if certain conditions are met.
Some interesting questions to be considered are (1) whether enough load remains after existing QF and wholesale contracts and nuclear and hydro plants are dispatched for the pool to function as a competitive market, and (2) whether enough out-of-state sellers, IPPs, and municipals will participate to create effective competition in the pool. The majority proposal acknowledges that only a small percentage of generating resources, "if any," will be dispatched on a competitive basis. It is also not clear whether out-of-state sellers, IPPs, or municipals would participate in the pool. IPPs and municipal utilities may believe they have better opportunities through bilateral contracts with other suppliers. In addition, municipal utilities that own transmission may be wary that FERC will require them to provide transmission access to third parties as a condition of participating in the pool.

Another issue is coordinating the control areas and the associated software among the three investor-owned utilities, regardless of whether the poolco in the majority proposal or the OPCO in the Knight proposal is adopted. Consolidating the three utilities' control and dispatch areas and integrating the control areas' computer systems and software will pose unprecedented challenges that were largely unaddressed in either proposal. The technical and coordination issues alone could delay the implementation of either proposal, much less the political, legal, or regulatory issues.

Renewables

The California Public Utilities Code directs the CPUC to set aside a part of needed electric capacity for renewable resources until the CPUC adopts a resource procurement methodology that "values the environmental and diversity costs and benefits associated with various generation technologies." The CPUC implemented the statute in 1992 by setting aside almost 600 MW for renewable energy of the more than 1300 MW the CPUC believed electric utilities needed as part of the Biennial Resource Plan Update (BRPU) (Morse 1994). After a bidding auction in 1993 and various administrative rulings and utility appeals in 1994, FERC issued a declaratory ruling in February 1995 stating that the BRPU bidding process did not meet the requirements of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) because the bidding process was limited to QFs and PURPA requires "all sources" of electric supply to be included.1 After FERC upheld its order upon rehearing,2 CPUC President Fessler issued guidelines with the main goal of encouraging settlements to minimize litigation. Fessler's guidelines emphasized that actual projects should be built and operated, and each utility's settlement should, in total, meet the state's statutory mandates (including the renewables statute), add capacity that lowers the overall system operating cost, meet reliability needs, and be in the ratepayers' interest. Each utility can file only one application with all of the settlements it wishes the CPUC to approve (Morse 1995).

Considering how electric utility restructuring could affect public policy issues such as renewable energy technologies was the focus of a working group convened by the CPUC in December 1994. The CPUC directed the working group to address how restructuring would affect various social, environmental, and economic obligations presently carried out by electric utilities and to propose various strategies for maintaining social, environmental, and economic policy goals after electric utility restructuring. The working group, consisting of power marketers, utilities, consumer groups, environmental groups, fuel producers, farm organizations, and municipalities, submitted its recommendations to the CPUC on February 22, 1995. Both proposals contemplate reconvening the working group to further address public policy issues such as demand-side management, utility research and development, and renewable energy technologies.

---

For renewables, the working group forwarded five options: (1) require utilities to buy specified amounts of renewables, with funding provided through a usage-based, nonbypassable charge on all customers; (2) impose a minimum renewable energy requirement for suppliers or purchasers; (3) form a statewide entity or consortium, also financed by a usage-based, nonbypassable charge, to buy renewable energy and resell it in the bulk power market; (4) create financial incentives for renewables, which also could be funded by the usage-based, nonbypassable charge; and (5) provide no renewable energy requirements or incentives at all (Working Group 1995).

For the short term, both the majority and Knight proposals would require the utilities to observe California’s renewables statute, with neither imposing a renewables target. Both cite the present level of renewable QFs as justification for not imposing renewable level targets on electric utilities. The Knight proposal states that of 10,000 MW of non-utility power in California, 4500 MW are from renewable sources. Neither proposal was definitive on this issue, however. The Knight proposal stated that “minimum resource diversity targets” could be imposed on utilities if new resources are necessary, while the majority proposal said resource diversity targets could be set for utility purchases from the pool.

For the longer term, both proposals abandon the BRPU and adopt the portfolio standard proposed by the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) to meet the renewables requirement, although details are left to either the California state legislature (the majority proposal) or to a task force (the Knight proposal). The portfolio standard would impose a minimum renewable energy requirement for those participating in state bulk power markets. The renewables obligation would be tradeable, meaning bulk power participants with renewables in excess of the portfolio standard could sell “credits” to other bulk power participants needing more renewables. The tradeable part of the portfolio standard is modeled after the SO2 emission trading standards in the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act (AWEA n.d.).

At least for the short term, neither proposal appears to take into account the toll “year 11” may take on renewable facilities. Many non-utility renewable energy plants in California receive energy payments that were based on projections of high fossil fuel prices, with payments fixed during the first 10 years of a 30-year contract. For the remaining 20 years, the energy portion of the contract is based on short-run avoided costs, primarily short-term fossil fuel prices. Because natural gas prices are low, the drop in the energy portion of these QF contracts after the first 10 years is dramatic, to roughly 3¢/kWh. Some estimate revenue reductions for QF contract holders could be as much as 60%, which could threaten the viability of a number of QF projects (Kito 1992). More than 50% of these contracts will be in “year 11” by 1998, increasing to 90% by the year 2000 (Hamrin 1994). The Knight proposal uses year-old data that may overestimate the present installed capacity of renewables. At least 11 biomass power plants representing 150 MW of net capacity have shut down since 1994. Other industry sources believe that roughly half of the 60 biomass plants in California have shut down since the beginning of 1995. Some of these biomass plants are not very efficient, and other renewable energy technologies may not have the same attrition rate, but it is unrealistic to expect that 45% of non-utility capacity in California will continue to be renewables based.

If non-utility renewable energy capacity does decrease, an interesting issue is how California’s renewables statute would be implemented. The statute only requires a certain percentage of new generating capacity to be set aside for renewables; it does not appear to address what percentage of California’s existing capacity should be renewables based. Therefore, existing renewable energy capacity could decline.
precipitously, especially because California is not in great need of new generating capacity (CEC 1995). However, the statute contains enough language on encouraging and promoting renewables that some argue it could be interpreted as a minimal percentage level for renewables capacity. These issues bring up the question of how a policy promoting renewables would be enforced if renewable capacity or generation falls below a certain level.

**Market Power**

The Knight proposal concludes that requiring investor-owned utilities to divest or spin-off their generating assets would mitigate concerns about potential market power. It also would provide an estimate of the market value of utility generating assets that could be used in determining stranded cost recovery for utility assets with book value in excess of market value.

The majority proposal notes the provision in FERC’s open-access Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that calls for utilities to functionally unbundle by separately stating rates for transmission and ancillary services and taking these services for itself under the same open-access tariff that is available to others (FERC 1995). The majority calls for utilities to functionally unbundle the distribution, transmission, and generation elements of their system. Their proposal notes the potential for market power in generation, especially with Pacific Gas & Electric and Southern California Edison, but simply requests comments on the issue.

The majority proposal would require FERC’s approval and oversight because it orders utilities to interconnect in a type of power pool, essentially creating a wholesale power pool. A critical FERC decision will be whether to allow power sold into the pool to be sold at market-based rates. The Federal Power Act requires wholesale power to be sold at “just and reasonable” rates; various courts have interpreted this to mean cost-based rates with a rate of return. In recent years, FERC has allowed market-based rates if competitive forces exist to drive rates to a “just and reasonable” level, and the seller does not possess market power or control market entry or exit (Tenebaum and Henderson 1991). The pool does not cap power sales into the pool at cost-based rates but sets a market clearing price; an important question is whether investor-owned utilities in California possess too much market power to allow market-based rates. FERC Commissioner William Massey discussed this in a recent address delivered in England:

. . . if FERC were to find that California utilities have market power and thus are not eligible for selling power to poolco at rates exceeding their costs, the key philosophical underpinning of the pool would be eroded. . . . One possible remedy mentioned in [the majority proposal] is the divestiture of generating facilities. In fact, that is a key component of Commissioner Knight’s dissenting proposal . . . [This] may be the most important issue in FERC’s review of any poolco proposal. From what I’ve read and heard, market power may be causing significant pricing distortions here in the United

---

3The CEC said San Diego Gas & Electric, Sacramento Municipal Utility District, and Imperial Irrigation District need capacity through its 12-year forecast. Pacific Gas & Electric and Southern California Edison do not need capacity until at least 2003, assuming the winning bids from the BRPU are included; FERC determined these bids do not meet PURPA’s requirements.

4For a description of how the portfolio standard could be implemented under a central pool, see Rader, Nancy. Comments of the American Wind Energy Association and the Union of Concerned Scientists on the Alternative Proposals Issued May 24, 1995, to Restructure California’s Electric Services Industry and Reform Regulation, July 24, 1995, Docket No. 4. 94-04-031/1. 94-04-032.
Kingdom. If the same potential arises in California, I believe regulators, at both the state and federal levels, will need to take a serious look at possible remedies (Massey 1995).

Neither proposal addresses the potential for market power associated with ownership of transmission and distribution facilities. Each seems satisfied that simply transferring the dispatch and control functions to an independent system operator is sufficient. Indeed, the majority proposal recommends that transmission owners receive revenues or royalties from the pool. Transmission is the means by which competing sellers can deliver their services to buyers; therefore, transmission plays a central role if greater competition is going to occur. The owners of transmission assets are often investor-owned utilities whose ownership of a majority of generation assets is drawing attention; market power concerns are not just limited to generation. However, California has limited jurisdiction in this area. Any sale, disposition, or transfer of transmission would require FERC approval under the Federal Power Act.

**Qualifying Facilities**

Both proposals would honor existing QF contracts and include QFs as part of a stranded cost recovery mechanism should QF contract rates exceed market rates. All QF power purchase costs above the market-driven rate would be part of a transition cost line item on a customer’s bill instead of being rolled into a customer’s electric rates. The majority proposal substitutes the pool price for the market price and determines stranded cost recovery by comparing total contract costs with the product of the pool price and energy purchases. The Knight proposal creates an annual balancing account and defines a “proxy market price” as either the distribution utility’s average annual procurement cost less QF contracts or an annual power price index. The amount in the balancing account would be determined by subtracting the proxy market price from total QF contract costs.

QF contract renegotiation is part of both proposals, although each would distribute the gains differently. The Knight proposal would allow utility shareholders to retain 50% of any "demonstrable net savings" if the renegotiated contracts could be shown to reduce overall consumer costs. It specifically calls for any rate reductions from year-11 QF contracts to be passed on to ratepayers and not kept to finance the acceleration of any stranded cost recovery mechanisms, stating that “consumers have expected and ought to receive the benefits of those reductions.” In contrast, the majority proposal would allocate 50% of any declining expenses from year-11 QF contracts to accelerate the stranded cost recovery of QF contracts. The majority proposal also would allow utility shareholders to retain 20% of the savings of renegotiated QF contracts. It calls for revising the short-run avoided cost methodology so that it is based on the pool’s price rather than short-term fuel prices.

Both proposals suggest that a tradeable renewable energy obligation, as proposed by the portfolio standard, would encourage renewable energy QFs and utilities to restructure existing contracts. It is not clear how this would happen, unless a QF believes such a program would make its project more attractive to a central pool or a direct access participant.

**Performance-Based Ratemaking and Incentives**

Both proposals endorse PBR for utility customers; the majority goes even further by suggesting it be applied to transmission pricing and adding additional transmission capacity. The majority proposal notes that PBR will be individually tailored for each utility, although there are likely to be common features with each PBR.

The potential impact of PBR on renewables, or resource acquisition in general, has not been widely deliberated in the renewables community. Nevertheless, the PBR structure could be critical in determining whether or not a distribution-type utility pursues renewables. These utilities retain
considerable market power in both proposals—they serve all retail in the majority proposal, while a
distribution utility in the Knight proposal could retain many existing utility customers. One concern is
that a PBR may be designed to simply allow utilities to recover fuel costs without exposing utilities to
the possible risk of increasing fuel costs. This would remove a primary advantage of renewable energy
technologies because the cost of renewable is not affected if the price of fossil fuels increases (Hamrin
et al. 1994). PBR also is somewhat like a near-term discount plan; it remains to be seen whether it can
be adapted as a long-term resource acquisition mechanism as well. For this reason, a well-designed PBR
that is at least not adverse to renewables may be important for the renewable energy community.

Both proposals recommend incentives for utilities to pursue competitive generation supplies. The Knight
proposal calls for an incentive to distribution utilities to ensure that the utility aggressively exploits the
competitive market for generation services on behalf of consumers who choose to remain as utility
customers. The majority proposal also supports such an incentive, suggesting that “an appropriate
incentive mechanism will encourage generators to bid properly and competitively into the pool. It will
also prevent gaming of bids and market power problems and at the same time minimizes reliance on
transition charges by separating operation from capital cost.”

A feature of PBR is rewarding utility shareholders if a utility performs well above forecasts or
expectations. Indeed, a critical component of PBR is designing the targets such that a utility is
significantly but not impossibly challenged to achieve them. If direct incentive payments are called for
to exploit competitive opportunities, then that seems almost at odds with the impetus behind both
proposals to exploit competitive generation opportunities that are already present.

Transmission Expansion and Pricing

The Knight proposal is largely silent on transmission siting and pricing. In contrast, the majority
proposal covers these issues in some detail. It suggests that “congestion experienced by the pool” will
indicate the need for new transmission facilities, and the pool can build the facilities and be compensated
by transmission revenues received by the pool. The majority proposal wants the pool to submit to FERC
a transmission pricing methodology that includes a factor for congestion “to encourage efficient
transmission investment.” The majority also plans to recommend that FERC adopt PBR as a means of
encouraging investment in new transmission facilities.

Congestion pricing may not encourage transmission owners to build new capacity but to collect monopoly
rents. If not carefully designed, FERC could also view congestion pricing as a form of “and” pricing
(rolled-in, system-wide costs or “embedded costs” plus the congestion cost), which FERC considers
double-counting and not meeting the “just and reasonable” standard under the Federal Power Act.

The two proposals mirror a national industry debate on transmission pricing. A central component is a
trade-off between traditional pricing based on rolling in and averaging the costs of the entire transmission
system (“embedded cost”) and new transmission pricing methodologies that are more precise and track
power flows but are more complex and perhaps difficult to administer. Embedded cost pricing, while
simple to administer, may not properly compensate transmission owners for each transaction (FERC
1993). The two proposals also differ in their approach toward transmission transactions. Although not
explicitly, the Knight proposal appears to rely on “contract-based” transmission where a contract specifies

---

5Some discussion in California is also being devoted to including the fixed costs of utility generation assets of PBR.
Utilities would be at risk for recovering the variable costs of thermal units based on the pool price. This would be
restricted to utility fossil plants because the majority proposal automatically dispatches QF, nuclear, and hydro plants.
Personal Communication, David Morse, California Division of Ratepayer Advocates, August 23, 1995.
a particular transaction, even though the electrons may not actually flow that particular way. In contrast, the majority proposal, with its congestion pricing, seems more concerned with the flow of electrons.

It is also unclear who is responsible for building new transmission and how the pool interacts with the Western Regional Transmission Association (WRTA). Presumably, planning and transmission capacity expansion issues are being left to the WRTA, although that is not explicit in the majority proposal. If planning and expansion are left to the poolco, then decisions and cost allocation may be left to a small group made up largely of transmission owners, further heightening concerns about market power.\footnote{An interesting wild card is Pacificorp’s proposal to form a west-wide transmission company that would own, operate, and coordinate all the high-voltage electric transmission facilities in the western United States. In a hybrid case, a single transmission operator would own some facilities but lease and contract transmission from other owners. See “Pacificorp Leading Talks on Creating Transmission Company for Entire West,” Electric Utility Week, August 7, 1995, pp. 1, 10-11.}

Finally, the majority proposal does not seem to allow competition for ancillary services, although this is not clear. Presumably, the pool would provide ancillary services. The Knight proposal assigns load following, reactive power support, and system protection to OPCO, but suggests that other services like loss compensation and spinning reserves could be purchased competitively.

### Stranded Investment

Both proposals would recover stranded costs through a separate charge on all customer bills, but the proposals use different methods for determining stranded investment. The Knight proposal recommends divestment or spin-off of existing investor-owned utility plants to determine the market value of the plants. Should the proceeds not be enough to meet the book value of the plants, the shortfall would be part of stranded cost recovery, which the Knight proposal would recover through local distribution rates. Utilities would recover 90% of the stranded generation costs; 10% would flow back to ratepayers (utilities would recover 100% of QF payments that exceed market rates). The Knight proposal calls for a formal proceeding to determine which is distribution and which is transmission, and would submit the results to FERC for approval. The Knight proposal believes that meter and billing services are local distribution services supplied to every retail customer, no matter what the voltage level.

The majority proposal defines the market value of utility generation assets as the net present value of the revenues from electricity sales from utility generation facilities. The majority proposal would hold annual proceedings to compare actual pool prices with the market value of utility generation assets. Nuclear and hydro assets would be combined to minimize stranded cost. A different procedure would be used for fossil and geothermal units. The majority proposal suggests a floor and ceiling on rate of return for these assets. The floor would be 150 basis points below a utility’s authorized rate of return; the cap would be 150 basis points above. In other words, if a utility’s rate of return is 10%, it would receive stranded investment compensation if the rate of return from its power plants was under 8.5%. If a utility sells or spins off its units, then the majority would use the sale or stock price as the market mechanism. The majority proposal will be controversial because it guarantees 100% cost recovery and raises the prospect of utilities gaming the pool by bidding to keep the pool price low, shutting out new entrants who cannot compete at that low price, and then recovering the difference through a stranded cost recovery mechanism. The two proposals also illustrate the trade-offs in considering recovery of stranded costs. While the Knight proposal of divesting or spinning off generating assets may result in a more accurate market value, California investor-owned utilities are not likely to embrace a forced divestiture or spin off. The majority proposal avoids the controversy over divestiture but embraces a complicated and possibly cumbersome annual administrative procedure. The majority proposal also assumes that the lower-cost
hydro plants can more or less offset the higher-cost nuclear plants enough to lower, if not avoid, stranded investment recovery. This may be true for Pacific Gas & Electric, which has significant hydro resources, but the majority proposal notes that San Diego Gas & Electric and Southern California Edison have little or no hydro resources and will likely need stranded cost recovery to offset their nuclear plant investments.
Jurisdictional Issues

As might be expected, federal and state jurisdictional issues surround both proposals.

The majority cites one advantage of its proposal as retaining the present federal-state jurisdictional boundaries that govern today’s electricity industry. It notes that utilities will still make retail sales, which will be subject to CPUC jurisdiction. The majority also notes that the establishment of a wholesale pool will require FERC’s approval. Therefore, the wholesale-retail distinction will be retained. The majority is concerned about implementing direct access until FERC more clearly defines the jurisdictional boundary between transmission—traditionally wholesale and FERC regulated—and distribution, which is state regulated. The majority believes recovery of retail stranded costs will be tied to some sort of nonbypassable fee on distribution. Until the boundary between transmission and distribution is clear, the majority believes direct access could involve some customer classes bearing greater costs and risks than other customer classes, which the majority opposes.

The majority invited comment on whether the CPUC has the authority to compel utilities under its jurisdiction to form and participate in a poolco. Pacific Gas & Electric’s comments to FERC in the Notice of Intent (NOI) on Alternative Power Pooling Institutions suggest that Section 202(b) of the Federal Power Act prohibits states from ordering the establishment of a wholesale power pool. As drawn from the majority proposal, Section 202 essentially allows FERC to order sales and exchanges over existing interconnections and to order new interconnections, sales, and exchanges. Section 202(b) specifically states that

Whenever the Commission, upon application of any State commission . . . finds such action necessary or appropriate in the public interest it may by order direct a public utility (if the Commission finds that no undue burden will be placed upon such public utility thereby) to establish physical connection of its transmission facilities with the facilities of one or more other persons engaged in the transmission or sale of electric energy, to sell energy to or exchange energy with such persons.7

Pacific Gas & Electric apparently believes that “upon application of any state commission” precludes the CPUC from directly ordering utilities to participate in a poolco. Pacific Gas & Electric may be softening its position, however. The company said it would participate in a pool if the CPUC ordered it to do so (Electric Utility Week 1995b). In addition, PG&E said it was encouraged by the principles agreed upon by Southern California Edison and other parties mentioned earlier in this paper (Electric Utility Week 1995c).

Others contend that the exclusive federal jurisdiction over transmission and wholesale sales aside from Pacific Gas & Electric’s concern precludes the CPUC from ordering utilities to participate in a pool. The majority believes the Congress did not intend to discourage states from pursuing innovative mechanisms, even if federal approval is required. The majority proposal recognizes FERC’s jurisdiction over the pool but believes the CPUC can order investor-owned utilities to use the pool to dispatch power that serves retail ratepayers.

An interesting question is how loosely or rigorously FERC would administer a poolco. It is possible that after a fairly rigorous review FERC would essentially let the pool run itself and only act upon complaints by other parties. FERC likely would ensure that the poolco offers comparable service to all wholesale parties on a nondiscriminatory basis; this requirement is built into the majority proposal. On the other

hand, FERC has expressed increasing skepticism that a traditionally constructed pool can operate in a
competitive industry without violating the "undue discrimination" provisions of the Federal Power Act.
It has challenged power pools to demonstrate otherwise. Traditionally, power pools have been a closed
society orchestrated by the transmission-owning "haves," often to the detriment of those who do not own
transmission, or the "have-nots."

The Knight proposal presumes the state can order retail wheeling, but that is very much in dispute. The
Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) stipulated that nothing affects the authority of state or local
governments under state law "concerning the transmission of electric energy directly to an ultimate
consumer." Depending on how it is interpreted, the "savings clause" in EPAct allows states to order
retail wheeling; preserves existing state law governing retail wheeling but does not allow other states to
order retail wheeling; or does not allow states to order retail wheeling at all (Edelston 1994). Should
California adopt anything like the Knight proposal, it likely will be legally challenged.

The Knight proposal predicts an explosion of participants offering various services should a retail
wheeling regime be adopted. Yet a combination of existing state and federal laws may prevent many non­
utility companies from making retail sales. EPAct flatly prohibits exempt wholesale generators (EWGs)
from making retail sales, while QFs could make retail sales but could not mandate a utility power
purchase or sell at avoided cost, as specified by PURPA. A QF selling at retail would still be exempt
from the Public Utility Holding Company Act (PUHCA).

Nothing in federal law prevents a company from creating a corporation that resembles a QF or EWG (but
does not apply for formal certification as a QF or EWG) and develops and/or owns generators that sell
power at retail. However, PUHCA prevents the creation or operation of power companies that are not
integrated with each other. In other words, a company could not own generating companies that are
located on either coast because they are not integrated with each other. Because of this PUHCA
requirement, the only companies that can legally sell at retail would be the following:

- Existing retail utilities located nearby a California utility

- A new, non-EWG retail generating company whose only business is selling power at retail in a
California utility's service territory

- A corporation with separate, non-integrated utility or generating divisions, rather than separate
corporations.

Recently, Congressman Dan Schaefer (R-CO), the chair of the House Energy and Power Subcommittee,
expressed his support for a comprehensive overhaul of the federal statutes related to electric power,
including PUHCA. Rep. Schaefer called for deregulating the electric power industry and allowing for
full competition (Schaefer 1995).

Other elements of both proposals are probably a test of CPUC’s existing authority and may require new
legislation. The Knight proposal calls for divestiture or spin-off of a utility’s generating assets; the
majority proposal asks for comment on this approach. Some have expressed doubt that any state has the
authority to order divestiture. FERC approval may be required if utility generating facilities used in
wholesale transactions are to be sold or spun-off to shareholders. Additional approvals by FERC and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission may be necessary to transfer the ownership of hydro and nuclear
licenses. Stranded cost recovery also could require state legislation. An interesting question is whether
Knight’s proposal of flowing 10% of retail stranded cost recovery to ratepayers may be challenged at
FERC as not allowing full recovery of “legitimate and verifiable costs.”
New Initiatives

The Memorandum of Understanding

In September 1995, Southern California Edison (SCE), the California Manufacturers Association, the California Large Energy Consumers Association, and the Independent Energy Producers submitted a memorandum of understanding (MOU 1995) to the CPUC. The MOU combines elements of both of the CPUC proposals, and the parties involved call it a compromise to move the restructuring process forward (Electric Utility Week 1995a). Certain provisions in the MOU apply to the three major California investor-owned utilities, but some of the provisions are specific to SCE. The MOU calls for the following:

• A voluntary wholesale power pool, known as the power exchange, will be created by January 1, 1998.

• Direct access will be phased in over 5 years. Bilateral contracts between customers will be limited to 125 participants at a maximum of 8 MW for each customer, with a total cap of 800 MW in the first year. This will gradually increase to allowing direct access for all customers by 2002. All customer classes, such as agricultural, educational, small commercial, and residential, will have the chance to participate in each phase-in schedule. Customers can also join together and aggregate their loads. Customers will be allowed to aggregate electric power loads from a single site or from several sites.

• An independent system operator (ISO) will oversee the scheduling and dispatch of all electricity on the state’s power grid. The ISO also will be responsible for maintaining transmission system reliability and safety; providing nondiscriminatory and comparable access to all participants; and providing information on the system status, constraints, and load distribution on a nondiscriminatory basis to all market participants. The ISO will not be owned or controlled by any utility that owns generation, transmission, or distribution facilities, nor will the ISO have any financial interest in any generation facilities.

• All California utilities—including municipal utilities and public power authorities or their affiliates—that use the ISO to schedule direct access sales to the retail customers of other California utilities must offer reciprocal opportunities for direct access sales to their retail customers. (The parties that signed the MOU also promised to support the California utilities’ efforts to promote direct access to retail customers in other western states.)

• Except for ancillary services, any available generation not committed through bilateral contracts between sellers and customers must bid in the power exchange. The power exchange will create a short-term pool for buyers and sellers. The ISO will share load data with the power exchange so it can secure resources needed to meet the loads not served by bilateral contracts. For a transition period of 5 years, investor-owned utilities in California will bid all of their generation, QF (qualifying facility) contracts, and other contracts into the power exchange, but utilities will not have to purchase all of their energy requirements from the power exchange.

• A nonbypassable, “competitive transition charge” (CTC) will be developed to cover the above-market costs of SCE’s generation assets, QF contracts, and regulatory assets that may not be recoverable in a more market-oriented electric power industry. During a transition period, CTC determinations will be made annually by comparing the authorized revenues for each generating asset with the revenues received by sales into the power exchange. SCE will minimize the CTC through contract
renegotiations with QFs and performance-based incentive mechanisms for its generating plants. The CTC should fully recover SCE's stranded asset costs by 2004, except for QF contracts and regulatory assets, which will be recovered over the life of those obligations.

- After the transition period, defined as 5 years, a market valuation will occur for SCE's hydro and fossil plants, as well as SCE's 14% share in its Palo Verde nuclear plant. The market value of the fossil and hydro plants will be based on appraisal, spin-off, or sale, and the plants will compete in the market based on the fixed costs of each plant. SCE will accelerate recovery of its investment in Palo Verde at a reduced rate of return over 7 years beginning in 1997, and SCE will have to sell its interest in Palo Verde within 5 years. Similarly, SCE will also accelerate recovery of its investment in the San Onofre nuclear plants, and those plants will be market-valued in 2004.

- Costs for existing QF contracts will be fully recovered. Above-market cost payments to QFs, defined as the revenues SCE will receive from selling the QF power to the power exchange, will be separated out from contract payments to QFs to determine the CTC that SCE can recover. The parties of the MOU expect to propose guidelines to the CPUC for voluntary renegotiation of QF contracts. The guidelines include accelerating the recovery of contract capacity payments over a shortened period of time, conditioned on plant performance; an energy price schedule alternative to short-run avoided costs that is now based on current fossil fuel prices; and voluntary early contract termination.

- Existing environmental, social, demand side management, and renewable energy programs will be funded by a nonbypassable customer charge. Expenditures cannot exceed 3.3% of utility total revenue requirements as of the beginning of 1995.

- A plan and schedule will be prepared to address market power concerns. The plan and schedule will be presented to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in early 1996, and a specific proposal will be presented to FERC 18 months after the power exchange is established. SCE will propose performance-based ratemaking for its generation plants to cap revenues from these plants as a curb on SCE's market power. All market power issues for all three California investor-owned utilities would be resolved 5 years after the pool begins operating.

Several industry organizations are pushing the CPUC to consider the MOU as the leading electric utility restructuring proposal in California, rather than the majority proposal. Comments filed at the CPUC mostly supported the MOU over the majority proposal. However, two broad-based coalitions submitted statement of principles expressing their differences with the MOU over market power, stranded cost recovery, public policy programs and the timetable for implementing direct access. The two statement of principles are summarized below (Electric Utility Week 1995d).

**Customer Groups**

The CPUC's Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) sponsored these principles with 11 large industrial and agricultural consumer groups and public agencies. The 11 groups are the following: Association of California Water Agencies, Agricultural Energy Consumers Association, California City-County Street Light Association, California Department of General Services, California Farm Bureau Federation, California Hotel and Motel Association, California Industrial Users, California League of Food Processors, California Restaurant Association, California Retailers Association, and School Project for Utility Rate Reduction.

The customer groups hail the MOU as a better starting point for electric utility restructuring than the CPUC's majority proposal. They also call on the CPUC to find that any restructuring policy or strategy
will lead to short- and long-term bill and rate reductions for all utility customers. These groups assert that "arbitrary caps, meter requirements or other barriers" should not be used to prevent all customers from taking advantage of direct access. Finally, the customer groups recommended that local governments be allowed to aggregate small commercial and residential electric demand loads.

On stranded costs, the customer groups state that the problems that confront utilities "are neither...of their own making nor entirely beyond their control and responsibility," but the customer groups believe that utility shareholders have been compensated for business and competitive risks for many years. They believe stranded costs should be strictly and narrowly defined to include sunk costs and costs from existing contractual obligations, not future costs associated with currently operating utility assets. Stranded costs from QF contracts and other power purchase contracts should be mitigated as much as possible, including but not limited to contract renegotiation.

The customer groups recommend that market power issues must be addressed and resolved as early as possible, rather than studied and presented as a plan to FERC after the power exchange is operating, as proposed in the MOU. These groups believe that utilities should develop plans that promise a "rapid transition" that separate the competitive and monopoly functions of today's vertically integrated utilities.

The customer groups endorse the continuation of public policy programs (energy efficiency, renewable energy, research and development, and low income assistance) financed by a nonbypassable charge. Except for low-income programs, the customer groups advocate capping the funding "that would allow their cost-effective continuation," with a review after 5 years to assess the programs' effectiveness and value. Low-income programs would be funded based on need, and the customer groups believe that low-income programs will need to be funded even after the electric power industry shifts to competition. These groups do not support the continued administration of these programs by utilities, or for utilities to receive the program funding. The customer groups realize that utilities may need to administer the programs during a transition period but recommend the termination of any utility involvement after the end of 1997 (DRA 1995).

Environmental, Public Interest, and Renewable Energy Groups


The environmental and public interest groups shared many of the customer groups' goals and principles. Three key differences separate the two groups. The customer groups call for the termination of utility involvement in public policy programs. The environmental and public interest groups agree to work in good faith to find new institution or structure for implementing and delivering energy efficiency programs, but they do not call for the end of utility involvement in other public policy programs. The environmental and public interest groups recommend the portfolio standard or a renewables development fund, whereby renewable energy companies would competitively bid for those funds, to meet the state's renewable energy statutory requirements. The customer groups do not recommend any specific strategy. They also believe public policy funding should be capped and reviewed after 5 years; the environmental and public interest groups do not recommend a cap or a review.
The environmental and public interest groups believe a primary goal of restructuring is to lower electric rates for all customers, and they suggest several ways of achieving lower rates. They include reducing "substantially below 100%" allowable costs for stranded cost recovery for utilities; improving operational efficiencies besides layoffs that "imperil customer service and system reliability"; and replacing less efficient generation plants with energy efficiency improvements and nonpolluting generating plants. They also recommend that consumer protection and state licensing standards be applied to all retail power suppliers, including the use of CPUC-sanctioned dispute resolution procedures and customer recourse options if a power supplier defaults on its contract.

For stranded costs, the environmental and public interest groups join the consumer groups in contending that a utility's authorized rate of return included a risk premium for business and competitive risks, so utilities have already been at least partly compensated for the risk that some of their assets would be rendered uneconomic by market forces. The environmental and public interest groups believe any utility stranded cost recovery should be adjusted downward to recognize the past recovery of this risk premium. The groups also believe that utilities should not be guaranteed 100% stranded cost recovery in order to provide utilities with "clear and strong incentives" to mitigate the costs that could be considered stranded.

The environmental and public interest groups continue by defining stranded costs as the difference between the "sunk, unavoidable, undepreciated capital costs" for existing utility generating plants and the market value of those assets. They point out that this definition excludes the capital and operating costs for operating the plants in the future, and they indeed recommend that stranded cost recovery should not be linked to continued operation of the utility generating plants. The groups pointedly exclude a utility's past or pending cost recovery arrangements with its nuclear plants, such as SCE's SONGS and Palo Verde nuclear plants, stating that stranded cost recovery should be consistent and comprehensive and not done on a piecemeal basis.

The environmental and public interest groups recommend that the CPUC address market power issues as part of the restructuring process, not after restructuring has been implemented. The groups believe all generation plants must meet the same environmental standards and that local distribution utilities must divest of their generation assets. The groups also support the creation of an independent system operator (ISO) and a voluntary flexibility power pool but believe utilities or other bulk power suppliers should be free to supply or purchase only a part of their generation to the pool, or not participate at all. The groups also recommend that the ISO and the pool accommodate as-available and intermittent renewable resources. The environmental and public interest groups also call for direct access to be available to all customer classes simultaneously, with no artificial limits or restrictions placed on the ability of small customers to participate. They also call for facilitating the aggregation of the electric demand loads of small commercial and residential customers.

The environmental and public interest groups believe that restructuring could have an adverse impact on low-income customers and call for the creation of a lifeline-like rate, similar to the Universal Lifeline Telephone Service fund in the telephone industry, to assist low-income customers. These groups also call for the restoration of funding to 1993 levels for research and development (R&D) in energy efficiency and renewable energy and energy efficiency and energy conservation programs. The environmental and public interest groups note that 1993 was when the CPUC began its restructuring proceedings and also before utilities began reducing their R&D funding and their contributions to organizations such as the Electric Power Research Institute and the California Institute for Energy Efficiency (Framework 1995).
Conclusion

With their two restructuring proposals, the CPUC continues on its long road toward restructuring the electric power industry in California. It appears, however, that industry stakeholders are driving the restructuring process forward. Several stakeholders harshly criticized the central pool concept advocated by the majority of the CPUC, and there is increasing pressure to replace the majority proposal with the MOU, which replaces the mandatory pool with a voluntary pool and phases in direct access.

Regardless of what policy the CPUC ultimately adopts, a number of governmental bodies will play a role in the restructuring process. The California state legislature will likely have to overhaul state statutes related to electricity. State legislators also may be under some public pressure to protect public policy goals such as energy efficiency or renewables.

At the federal level, the creation of a voluntary or central pool and an independent system operator effectively produces a wholesale power institution and requires FERC's approval. Because the pool’s transactions will be priced on a market basis, FERC will pay close attention to whether utilities in California have market power in generation or transmission. All of the various proposals in California contemplate or recommend open access in transmission to all parties, and FERC will likely codify this requirement in any order they issue. However, various parties may ask FERC to force utilities to divest or spin off their generation assets as a means of mitigating the utilities’ market power in generation. Beyond that, congressional changes to federal statutes, such as the Public Utilities Holding Company Act, also will be necessary to fully allow market participants to sell power at retail in California.

Stranded cost recovery remains a divisive issue that continues to separate the stakeholders in California. In the MOU, SCE appears to have made some key concessions, such as eventually allowing other competitors to compete directly with SCE for SCE’s retail customers, in order to fully recover the above-market costs of its nuclear plants. Several industrial, consumer, and environmental groups have criticized the MOU for promising SCE full stranded cost recovery. These groups believe that SCE’s rate of return has partly compensated SCE for any market risk it faces for assets rendered uneconomic, and recovery of any stranded cost should be reduced accordingly. These groups also express concern that if all of a generating plant’s costs are paid for through a stranded cost recovery mechanism, a “super competitor” would be created that could lock out other competitors. For these reasons, the groups believe that a utility should not be allowed to operate a generating plant if the utility receives stranded cost payments. Or, if a utility receives these payments, it should only be compensated for the sunk costs of generating assets or from prior or existing contractual obligations but not compensated for any future costs of the generating assets.

California state law requires a certain percentage of new electric capacity to be set aside for renewables, and all of the proposals include some sort of mechanism for encouraging renewables, either through a portfolio standard or through a nonbypassable charge on consumer electric bills. Whether California, a national leader in installed renewable energy capacity, will maintain its present level of renewables is unclear. So far, the debate has focused on what mechanism to use for encouraging renewables, but not on how to implement a mechanism. Many of the renewable projects developed as QFs will be priced at short-term fuel costs once the fixed capacity payments expire, and some of these projects may not survive. Already, several biomass projects have ceased operations. A portfolio standard would guarantee some fixed level of renewable energy capacity, but the costs of this approach have not been determined.
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**Appendix**

### A Comparison of the Electric Utility Restructuring Proposals

**Before the California Public Utilities Commission**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Majority</th>
<th>Minority</th>
<th>MOU</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Public Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market Structure</strong></td>
<td>Central pool. Utilities would transfer control and dispatch of transmission to independent system operator.</td>
<td>Direct customer access with bilateral contracts once certain conditions met.</td>
<td>Voluntary wholesale pool. All utilities must bid their non-market-valued generation, QF, and other power contracts for a transition period of 5 years but will not have to purchase their energy requirements.</td>
<td>Supports MOU market structure. ISO should be separate from voluntary pool or pricing functions the pool performs.</td>
<td>Supports a &quot;truly independent&quot; ISO with reliability, scheduling, and transmission control functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PG&amp;E, SCE, and SDG&amp;E must make all sales and purchases from the pool.</td>
<td>System dispatch based on price determined by bilateral contract negotiations.</td>
<td>All generation not committed through bilateral contracts must bid in the pool. Requires bidding 24 hours in advance.</td>
<td>Public Interest is not specified.</td>
<td>Power pooling should be voluntary and flexible. Market participants should be free to provide only a portion of their generation or to buy only a part of their energy needs, or not to participate in the pool at all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing QFs, wholesale contracts, utility nuclear and hydro plants dispatch first.</td>
<td>Independent system operator to ensure reliability and provide ancillary and backup services, but not centralized dispatch.</td>
<td>Direct access phased in over 5 years.</td>
<td></td>
<td>All sources of generation must meet the same environmental standards, regardless of plant ownership or restructuring model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For remaining load, buyers and sellers submit bids; ISO posts market-clearing price.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Functional separation of independent system operator (ISO) and pool.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The ISO and the pool should accommodate intermittent renewables. These resources should be able to bid on an as-available basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real time pricing. Contracts for differences.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISO to oversee scheduling, dispatch of power on grid. Provide control to area services, ensure system reliability.</td>
<td></td>
<td>continued ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires bidding 24 hours in advance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Minority</td>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Public Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stranded Cost Recovery</td>
<td>Separate, non-bypassable charge on customer bills.</td>
<td>Separate, non-bypassable charge on customer bills.</td>
<td>Separate, non-bypassable charge on customer bills.</td>
<td>Utilities must have strong incentives to mitigate stranded costs.</td>
<td>Separate, non-bypassable charge on customer bills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual proceedings to compare market value (pool price) of utility assets with book value.</td>
<td>Utilities must divest or sell off existing generation assets.</td>
<td>Annual proceedings to compare authorized revenues for each generating plant with sales into pool.</td>
<td>Shareholders must bear a fair share of stranded costs.</td>
<td>Recovery of stranded costs must be less than 100% to give utilities incentives to mitigate costs and reduce customer bills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear and hydro units combined to minimize stranded cost.</td>
<td>Sale/spin-off proceeds would determine market value.</td>
<td>Market valuation of hydro and fossil plants over 5 years based on sale, appraisal or spin-off.</td>
<td>Stranded costs should be limited to sunk costs and existing contracts. No recovery of future costs.</td>
<td>Recovery of stranded costs must not be tied with future operation of the generating units involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utility sale or spin-off of assets would determine market price, at utility’s option.</td>
<td>Utilities recover 90% of stranded costs; 10% flow back to ratepayers.</td>
<td>San Onofre nuclear plants market-valued in 2004.</td>
<td>Mitigation of QF costs, including but not limited to renegotiation.</td>
<td>Stranded cost recovery should be linked to a utility’s willingness to achieve a fully competitive generation market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floor and ceiling on rate of return for fossil and geothermal plants.</td>
<td>100% recovery of QF payments that exceed market rates.</td>
<td>SCE must sell its interest in Palo Verde nuclear plant by 2001.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stranded cost recovery should be limited to sunk costs, not future costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shareholder incentives to renegotiate QF contracts.</td>
<td>100% recovery of QF payments that exceed market rates. Calls for contract restructuring.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pending applications for cost recovery of utility nuclear assets cannot be basis for stranded cost mechanism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stranded costs should be allocated fairly among all customer classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100% recovery of QF contract payments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>continued ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Minority</td>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Public Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Power</td>
<td>Calls on utilities to functionally unbundle distribution, generation, and transmission. Notes potential for market power in utility generation. Asks for public comment.</td>
<td>Requires utilities to divest or spin off generating assets.</td>
<td>PBR on generation resources to act as a revenue cap.</td>
<td>Market power issues must be clearly identified and resolved as early as possible.</td>
<td>CPUC must address and resolve market power issues before implementing restructuring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agrees to resolve market power issues for PG&amp;E, SDG&amp;E, and SCE within 5 years. Within 18 months of implementation of the pool, SCE will file a report to FERC on the first year's operation of the voluntary wholesale power pool.</td>
<td>Must address utility dominance in generation market in early stages of restructuring. Utilities must develop strategies to change from vertical integration to separate generation and monopoly functions.</td>
<td>Suggests that generation and distribution assets will ultimately have to be separated to prevent conflicts of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCE may seek FERC's authority for market-based pricing as its generation plants become market-valued.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCE committed to &quot;certain organizational changes&quot; such as divestiture if necessary to mitigate market power.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Majority</th>
<th>Minority</th>
<th>MOU</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Public Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBR</td>
<td>PBR for utility generation and distribution.</td>
<td>PBR for all monopoly functions.</td>
<td>Propose PBR for fossil and hydro plants by 1997.</td>
<td>Want public workshops to help design the PBR in the MOU.</td>
<td>CPUC must find that a PBR is reasonably certain to lower rates and customer bills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propose to lobby FERC to adopt PBR for transmission rates and independent system operator.</td>
<td></td>
<td>PBR also considered a way to limit utility market power.</td>
<td>Minimum standard is for consumers to receive market-priced electricity, even if customers of monopoly utility.</td>
<td>A PBR should not reward a utility for achievements otherwise attainable, such as low interest rates and QF price reductions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fuel and purchased power adjustment accounts should be eliminated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Load</td>
<td>No retail access.</td>
<td>Load aggregation allowed. But phased in over 5 years.</td>
<td>Customer aggregation allowed but phased in over 5 years. Load can be aggregated over several sites, at a single site, or over multiple customers. Capacity restrictions; aggregated loads initially limited to 8 MW. Declines to 50 kW by 2002. Must have realtime or time-of-use meters.</td>
<td>No unnecessary caps, metering requirements, or other barriers. Local governments should have the right to aggregate small customers. All customers should be able to opt out of the program.</td>
<td>Direct access should be available to all customer classes simultaneously. No arbitrary restrictions on customer aggregation. Real-time or time-of-use meters for aggregate small customers; not individually. Local governments should have the right to aggregate small customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>continued . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Minority</td>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Public Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETs</td>
<td>No short-term target for utilities. Resource diversity targets could be set for utility purchases from the pool.</td>
<td>No short-term target for utilities, but “minimum diversity targets” could be imposed if new resources needed.</td>
<td>Nonbypassable customer charge. not to exceed 3.3% of utility revenue requirements for public policy programs such as renewables.</td>
<td>Funding by non-bypassable customer charge, investment recovery.</td>
<td>CPUC should ensure that restructuring restores and improves 1993 renewable energy funding levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portfolio standard.</td>
<td>Portfolio standard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes a portfolio requirement on utilities to keep renewables at 1993 capacity levels and offsets above-market costs of renewables through a system benefits charge or stranded investment recovery.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Majority</th>
<th>Minority</th>
<th>MOU</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Public Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSM/R&amp;D</td>
<td>In interim, continue DSM programs at current or historical funding levels.</td>
<td>In interim, continue DSM programs at current or historical funding levels.</td>
<td>Funded by nonbypassable charge.</td>
<td>Funded by nonbypassable charge.</td>
<td>Funded by nonbypassable charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For long term, nonbypassable fee to cover DSM market transformation activities.</td>
<td>For long term, nonbypassable fee to cover DSM market transformation activities.</td>
<td>R&amp;D covers regulated transmission and distribution services.</td>
<td>Utilities should not administer programs or collect funds after 1997.</td>
<td>R&amp;D funding for DSM and renewables should be restored to 1993 levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSM customer service-type activities left to competitive market.</td>
<td>DSM customer service-type activities left to competitive market.</td>
<td>DSM programs should rely on competitive measures as much as possible.</td>
<td>Funding should be capped.</td>
<td>R&amp;D funding for DSM and renewables should be administered through an independent institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratepayer funding for transmission and distribution R&amp;D only.</td>
<td>Ratepayer funding for transmission and distribution.</td>
<td>Review after 5 years.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Utility administration of DSM programs should be continuously reviewed for market power issues. Non-utility parties should be able to compete with utilities to implement DSM programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Minority</td>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Public Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QFs</td>
<td>All contracts honored. Costs above market recovered in stranded investment charge.</td>
<td>All contracts honored. Costs above market recovered in stranded investment charge.</td>
<td>All contracts honored. Costs above market recovered in stranded investment charge.</td>
<td>Supports mitigation of stranded costs associated with QF contracts, including but not limited to stranded investment charge.</td>
<td>All contracts honored. Costs above market recovered in stranded investment charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utility shareholders retain 20% of the savings from any renegotiated QF contracts.</td>
<td>Utility shareholders retain 50% of the savings from any renegotiated QF contracts.</td>
<td>Will propose guidelines to CPUC for QF contract renegotiation. Options include accelerating recovery of contract capacity payments and an energy price alternative to short-term avoided costs.</td>
<td>Resolve all BRPU issues as soon as possible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Half of declining expenses from year-11 QF contracts allocated to accelerate stranded cost recovery of QF contracts.</td>
<td>Savings from year-11 QF contracts passed through to ratepayers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revise short-term avoided cost to be based on the pool price not short-term fossil fuel prices.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definitions of Acronyms:

- **BRPU**: Biennial Resource Plan Update
- **CPUC**: California Public Utilities Commission
- **DSM**: Demand-side management
- **FERC**: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
- **ISO**: Independent system operator
- **MOU**: Memorandum of understanding
- **PBR**: Performance-based regulation
- **PG&E**: Pacific Gas and Electric Company
- **QF**: Qualifying facility
- **RET**: Renewable energy technology
- **SCE**: Southern California Edison
- **SDG&E**: San Diego Gas and Electric
- **ULTS**: Universal Lifeline Telephone Service
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